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Abstract 

The main idea of IoT is to connect several objects to each other through Internet. In the field of 

Computer Network the main problem identified by researchers is network congestion. Now a 

day’s network congestion is increasing very rapidly because IoT connect a huge number of 

devices to internet. A transport layer protocol TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) is 

accountable for network congestion control. The behavior of TCP is not stable as it takes long 

time to fill the available capacity of the network. It also continuously keeps assessing the 

capacity of data transmission through increasing the limits.TCP drops its data transmission rate 

aggressively when packets are dropped, which significantly reduces the throughput. This paper 

suggests a new approach, stable transmission control protocol for IoT applications. The 

experimental results show that stable transmission control protocol achieves better performance 

in terms of goodput.  
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Introduction 

As IoT provides a platform were network integration of different types is possible. So a new field 

is emerging for researchers.IoT provides a platform were various devices share their information 

and data among each other. During the advancement of the technology people uses a large 

number of different devices to connect with the internet for communication. Transmission 

control protocol is the most reliable protocols that are extensively used for transmission of data 

over the Internet. Transmission control protocol (TCP) Postel J(1981) JacobsonV(1988) Allman 

M et al.(1999) Floyd S & Henderson T(1999) Floyd S et al.(2004) provides congestion control 

technique to adjust the sending rate, in line with available bandwidth. IoT provides different 

application protocol for data transmission among various devices. To support the data 

transmission in IoT several TCP flavours like XMPP Saint-Andre P(2011), MQTT MQTT 

Project(2015) and RESTful HTTP are used.IoT connects different type of devices to Internet. As 

a result, congestion of the network increases exponentially. Therefore, IoT needs a congestion 

control algorithm to handle the large variety of devices that work in high or low bandwidth and 

long delay or short delay network.TCP Cubic Has et al.(2008) and Compound TCP Tan K et 

al.(2008) are the most deployed variants of TCP over the Internet. All the Android and Linux 

operating systems use TCP Cubic as the transport layer protocol, whereas Microsoft Windows 7 

and above version uses the Compound TCP. The Compound TCP utilize the technique of delay 

based congestion control to adjust the cwnd (congestion window) while TCP Cubic utilize a 

cubic function to estimate the cwnd value. TCP Cubic is more aggressive than Compound TCP. 

This paper suggests a novel approach STCP for congestion control in IoT environment. 

Stable TCP have a new window initialization method. A new congestion control method is also 

proposed in this paper with the help of this new window initialization method. New congestion 

control approach identifies the congestion before it happens, which minimize the loss of packet 

and retransmission. 

The rest paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 depicts a concise review of various type of 

algorithms used in congestion control. Section 3 introduces a new cwnd (congestion window)  

initialization and congestion control algorithm. Section 4 represents the suggested approach with 

performance evaluation and Section 5 defines conclusion of the paper. 

Background 

Numerous studies have been targeted to enhance TCP performance for different environment.   

The original TCP Postel J(1981) have a serious problem of congestion collapse because of over 

and under estimation of the retransmission timer, have no packet loss detection mechanism. To 

enhance the TCP performance, Jacobson suggested a new policy in Congestion control i.e.  TCP 

Tahoe Jacobson V(1988). It has a new RTO (Retransmission Timeout), a Slow Start, Fast 

Retransmit and Congestion Avoidance algorithm. When packet loss is identified TCP-Tahoe 
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minimizes the congestion window to one which degrades the throughput significantly. The above 

issue is noticed by Allman et al.(1999) and amend the congestion avoidance and initial slow start 

method by initializing the minor and major congestion event. In Floyd S & Henderson T(1999), 

authors identified the issue related of TCP Reno and suggested its new version called as TCP 

New Reno. 

Internet congestion is directly proportional to the number of appliances connected to 

internet. Number of devices connected to internet is increasing tremendously, as a result 

congestion is also increasing. So TCP requires changes which is suitable for IoT environment 

and begun connection with good capacity, calibrate the rate of transmission when congestion 

increases and fix the rate of transmission when devices are fixed. According to different 

congestion control policy, all the protocol which is used for congestion control at transport layer 

are categorise in the following two groups: 

 Loss based algorithm for congestion avoidance: This type of algorithm identify the 

congestion as a result of packet loss and use same methods for congestion avoidance on the basis 

of packet loss. JacobsonV(1988), initially proposed a loss based algorithm for TCP and further in 

Floyd et al.(2004) Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery technique is provided as TCP Reno. 

 Delay based algorithm for congestion avoidance: This type of algorithm identify the 

congestion as a result of delay in network. Congestion is major with the amount of delay, if delay 

is high congestion is high and if delay is low congestion is low. Many factors are use to identify 

the congestion with the help of delay are Round Trip Time, one way delay, Queuing delay etc. 

Proposed work 

We propose a novel congestion control approach which includes initial congestion window 

initialization, congestion control, and new fast retransmission method.  

The TCP keeps assessing the network’s capacity of forwarding traffic to the destination. This 

assessment starts with the initialization of the congestion window (cwnd). All TCP flavors 

initialize the congestion window(cwnd) with a fixed value, therefore, it takes relatively long time 

to reach up to the available bandwidth of the path. There is no proper method available to 

initialize congestion window(cwnd) according to available bandwidth except a fixed value Floyd 

S et al.(2007) Chuj et al.(2013) DukkipatiNet al.(2010) Sallantin R et al.(2013) Wang G et 

al.(2014). Here we propose a method for congestion window(cwnd) initialization based on the 

available bandwidth of the current path. 

TCP congestion means a drop of packets or absence of getting acknowledgments from the 

receiver. Thus, we propose a proactive approach to detect congestion rather that just waiting for 

it to happen. We have based our approach on ECD (early congestion detection) factor which 

finds the limit up to which cwnd can grow. We ensure that the size of the cwnd is always within 
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its set limit, as a byproduct of this approach, the packet drop is avoided. 

We compute ECD factor based on available bandwidth, round trip time and queue size of the 

most congested link on the path. 

 The round trip time is the amount of time taken by a packet to make its journey from source to 

destination and back. 

 The bandwidth is calculated using RTT and packet size. 

 The queue size of the most congested link is estimated with the help of RTT, RTTmin and 

cwnd. 

First of all, we estimate the RTT and RTTmax. TCP source calculates RTT, as shown in (1), for 

each ACK received from TCP sink.  

TimeSendTimeceive PacketACKRTT __Re 
                                                                                          (1) 

Where RTT is round trip time, ACKReceive_Timeis the time at which acknowledgement receives 

at TCP source and PacketSend_Timeis the time at which packet is sent from TCP source. RTTmax 

shows, maximum round trip time, that is observed continuously when TCP source received ACK 

packet. RTT is maximum, when packet drops due to congestion.  

Now, on the basis of each received ACK packet, TCP source estimates the maximum 

capacity of bottleneck link and bandwidth. For the estimation of the bottleneck capacity of the 

path, we use Packet-pair capacity estimation approach. DovrolisC et al.(2004). In this approach, 

TCP source estimates the time gap between two packets ACK and the size of the packet. After 

getting these values, it calculates the capacity for at least 10 samples and then takes the average 

of it by using (2).  

ii

Size

ACKACK

Packet
Capacity




1                                                                                                               (2) 

Where Capacity is the bottleneck maximum capacity, Packetsize is the size of the packet sent 

by the TCP source and ACKi is the i
th

ACK time at TCP source.  

In TCP, slow start grows the cwnd exponentially and in congestion avoidance phase, it grows 

linearly. We proposed a new method to reduce the congestion using early congestion detection 

(ECD) factor and Thresh. In this method, we do not change the cwnd if ECD>Thresh and if 

ECD<Thresh then it increases cwnd with ssthresh/cwnd. Congestion control algorithm is shown 

below. 

Algorithm 1. Congestion Control 
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Step 1 : For each received acknowledgement (ACK) 

Step 2:  Round Trip Time (RTT)  =  Current time – Original packet send time 

Step 3 : Queue size = Current queue size of congested link 

Step 4 : Bandwidth = Current available bandwidth 

Step 5 : Capacity = Bottleneck link capacity 

Step 6 : Early congestion detection (ECD) = (Capacity - Bandwidth) * Queue size * 
 

Round Trip Time  

Step 7 : Threshold = (Capacity – 0.5) * (Queuemax– 5) * Round Trip Time max 

Step 8 : If Early congestion detection Threshold 

Step 9 : Then no change in congestion window 

Step10: Else congestion window will increase by slow start threshold / current 

             congestion window 

 

Result and Discussion 

NS-2(Network Simulator -2) is used to evaluate our performance and obtained result for pro-

posed algorithm. We have taken dumbbell topology as our experimental setup as it is most rec-

ommended topology used for congestion control testing in IoT environment. Figure-1 shows the 

dumbbell topology of our approach for validation. This topology has two routers R1 and R2, n 

number of source nodes (S1, S2…..Sn) and n number of destination nodes (D1,D2….Dn). Dif-

ferent band widths are used for different links. According to requirement the value of source and 

destination nodes may varies in simulation. Various traffic generators are used in simulation to-

pology like VBR, CBR and FTP. The queuing policies used at node are Drop-tail. The size of the 

queue is kept 50 packets for each link. 

 
Figure 1. Simulation topology 
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Figure 2. Background traffic Vs Goodput 

 

IoT contains different devices which work in variable traffic environment. Therefore, we in-

vestigate the STCP performance in presence of different background traffic varies from 100Kbps 

to 500Kbps. During the simulation, propagation delay and simulation time is 120ms and 

150seconds respectively. For comparative analysis, we use TCP Cubic, HTCP, Compound and 

New Reno. Fig. 2 shows the goodput of TCP variants when background traffic is variable. It 

shows that TCP New Reno has minimum utilization for each traffic condition, whereas Com-

pound TCP shows better goodput than TCP Cubic, HTCP, and New Reno.  However, STCP 

achieves better results for each traffic conditions as compared to all the TCP variants use for 

comparison. STCP gets better goodput due to its ECD congestion detection policy. Fig. 3 shows 

the comparison of average goodput of STCP with other variants of TCP. It also ensures that 

STCP achieves better goodput than TCP Cubic, Compound, HTCP and New Reno. The STCP 

improves goodput up to 2.6%, 0.94%, 1.03 and 1.21% as compared to New Reno, Compound 

TCP, TCP Cubic and HTCP respectively. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Average goodput of TCP variants 
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Conclusion 

This paper presents STCP, a novel congestion control method for IoT applications. The STCP 

makes TCP adaptive to control congestion in the different network delay environment. The 

proposed congestion control method used ECD to adjust the transmission rate in proportion to 

different network conditions. STCP also has a new way ofcongestion window(cwnd) 

initialization to start TCP with minimal good capacity. Results of simulation show that the STCP 

achieves better results for goodput. Thus, the STCP meet the requirement of IoT application 

protocol MQTT, that works formonitoring of smart city, light weight appliances for smart home, 

healthcare providers and sensors communicating with servers through satellite link. 
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